
Instructions: Scrapbook album with a flowery vintage look
Instructions No. 1131

Whether it's a diary, photo album or friends' book - this scrapbook album can be easily customized and is therefore ideal for all occasions.

And it's as easy as this:

Which materials do I need for the ring binder album with scrapbook ornaments?

In

addition to the album and Scrapbook block , the following materials are needed for the handicrafts: Satin ribbon, buttons, wooden butterflies, pennants,
cork labels, letters, cut sheets, bows, clips, punches, Ink Pads and tape-Ribbon. How do I make 

the ring binder album with scrapbook ornaments? 

Choose a printed sheet of paper and accentuate the outer edges by wiping some of the paint off with Ink Pads . Paste a piece of Lace ribbon tire onto the
paper sheet. The ends of the tip are placed on the back of the paper. In the middle of the lace tape, fix the tape with-Ribbon t tape sc Satin ribbon . The ends of
the satin ribbon are also "hidden" on the back of the paper 
Now take the wooden butterfly and wipe paint on surfaces and edges with the Ink Pads Together with the buttons, bows and other accessories, the butterfly is
arranged and glued on the Lace ribbon . The designed paper sheet can now be glued to your scrapbook album. So you can arrange the further decorations in an



optimal way.
At first the cork label can be provided with a letter sticker. Together with the label tag, with a small bow and a clothespin the cork label is fixed to the album.
Next, the pennant is put together and attached to the album. Finally, flowers from Paper are punched. The edges of these paper flowers can be colored again
with Ink Pads . The flowers are quickly fixed with the hot glue.

Extra tip:
choose a single-coloured matching sheet Paper and cut a small card to create a scrapbook title. Simply add a message, decorate - that's how the unique
scrapbook gets its message.

Article number Article name Qty
764025 VBS Ring binder album, 30.5 x 30.5 cm 1
393614 VBS Plastic buttons, "Colour Mix", 1.000 pieces 1
537599 Sticker "Labels" 1
417914 VBS Lace ribbon "Wide" 1
712972 Mini wooden staples 1
542708-05 Staz-On Stamp padNougat 1
521536 VBS Double sided adhesive tape, 8 mm, 25 m 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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